
Dear Students,

I hope this message finds you in good spirits.

As we approach the festive season, I wanted to take a moment to extend my
warmest wishes to each one of you. Christmas and the New Year bring a sense
of joy, reflection, hope and the holiday season is a time to cherish the
moments spent with loved ones. It provides an opportunity to reflect on the
year gone by and look forward to the opportunities that the coming year holds.
It's a time to celebrate the spirit of giving, kindness and gratitude.

As we bid farewell to the current year and welcome the new one, let's carry the
lessons learned and the memories created with us. Let's set positive intentions
for the coming year, embracing new challenges with determination and
resilience.

Remember, each one of you is an important part of our school community and
your unique contributions make our school a vibrant and enriching place. I am
grateful for your dedication to learning and growing and I look forward to
seeing all the amazing things you will achieve in the upcoming year.

Wishing you a Merry Christmas filled with love and laughter and a Happy New
Year brimming with success, good health and prosperity!
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The Delhi International School Edge reverberated with excitement and
cheers as students displayed their athletic prowess at the eagerly
awaited "Umang 3.0" – The Annual Athletic Meet held on Sunday,

December 3, 2023, within the school premises.

Umang 3.0 - Annual
Athletic Meet
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Farewell of XII - Class of 2024
The farewell for Class XII, titled "Seniors Soiree" was organized by Class XI on
Saturday, 23rd December 2023. The event commenced with a traditional Tilak

ceremony, followed by an illuminating lamp lighting ceremony featuring
esteemed guests, including honourable Executive Director Mr Bhagat Singh, our

respected Principal Ms Anubha Srivastava, the Head Boy, Parth Sharma and Head
Girl, Kashish Modgil.
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7th International Taekwondo  Championship

Heartiest Congratulations to all the winners!

Shreshth Lamba Class VIII - Over  65 kg - Bronze medal

Adhyayan Jain Class V - Under- 45 kg sub-junior boys - Silver medal

Kanika Gupta Class VI  - Under- 26 kg - Silver  medal

Vansh Sharma Class VIII - Under - 65 kg Bronze Medal

Pradnya Grewal Class XII - Gold Medal in 7th internal Taekwondo championship
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Sajhi Pehel Interact Club of 
Delhi International School Edge 

Small Acts, Big Impact: Your
Donation, Their Hope 

The students, with guidance from dedicated teachers
and support from the school administration,

meticulously planned and executed a donation camp at
Sector 16-A, Dwarka and Old Age Home. 
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Overflowing with gratitude for the distinguished
Most Influential Educator Award 2023 received at

The Great Indian Youth Festival at Major Dhyan
Chand Stadium, New Delhi. This honor is a

validation to the collective efforts and passion for
education.

School Laurels
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School Laurels

Heartiest Congratulations to the DIS
Edge Family on being the proud

recipients of the prestigious Indian
School Award 2023. This recognition is a

clear testament to your unwavering
dedication and commitment to

excellence in education.
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Proud CLAT Rankers
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Demonstrated Excellence by Rudransh Mishra
Class II
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                      Heartiest Congratulations!
                       Arghya Kumar  Class IV

Gold Medal - Delhi State Level Taekwondo Championship
Silver Medal - Individual Pattern Competition

 Delhi State Level Taekwondo Championship
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HT PACE Literary and Cultural Fest 2023

DIS Edge students attended the spellbinding HT PACE Lit and
Cultural Fest 2023, immersing in a week-long celebration of

literature and culture at ITL Public School, Dwarka. A melting pot of
creativity, with over 50 activities, sessions, and workshops, this

event left an indelible mark on their literary journey.
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Pioneering Urban Agriculture at CBSE Regional
Science Exhibition
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Storytelling Pedagogy Program 

'Storytelling Pedagogy' program at Delhi International
School Edge, hosted by CBSE COE Delhi-East! 
Special thanks to Ms. Anubha Srivastava and 

Dr. Bhavna Chibber for enriching our experience.
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Spell-Well Genius Merit Awards

DIS Edge took center stage for the Spell-Well Genius Merit
Awards, celebrating 295 young talents across 25 schools in
SPELL-WELL-GENIUS OLYMPIAD. Applauding the 51 Gold

Medalists, 88 Silver and 156 Bronze achievers for their
exceptional performance!
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Empowering Futures:
Workshop for Class XI & XII students

Ms. Risha Komal, a distinguished guest, led an enlightening
session on new-age careers. 
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Students Workshop on SOP Writing
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Circle Time Workshop
for Teachers

Embracing the wisdom in every giggle, DIS Edge believes in the
beautiful dance of learning between mentors and our little

Dishons. Our recent Circle Time workshop, led by the inspiring
Dr. Shivani Sahni, Principal HRM Global School, was a

celebration of connection and shared moments. 
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Class Activities
Exploring the world of shapes – where every curve,

corner and line unveils a new dimension of learning!
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Class Activities

Unlocking the door to knowledge
through the key of hands-on activities!
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Class Activities
Education that goes beyond textbooks, embracing

the joy of learning through hands-on activities!
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Class Activities
Embarking on an interstellar journey in our space lab, where

curiosity meets the cosmos and knowledge reaches new
heights!
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Class Activities Transforming the classroom into a vibrant arena of discovery,
where activities light the path to understanding!
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Class Activities A balanced approach, incorporating a variety of these activities
into your routine, can contribute to overall cognitive well-being.
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Class Activities

Getting involved in the joy of Christmas in a freezing cold weather, our cute
chefs have melted chocolates and sprinkled happiness for making their

crunchy cookies for Christmas celebration
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Christmas Celebration Embracing the magic of the season with joy,
laughter, and a sprinkle of holiday cheer!
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New Year Celebration Welcoming the New Year with open hearts, hopeful
dreams, and a toast to new beginnings!




